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coexistence definition meaning merriam webster May 27 2024 the meaning of coexist is to exist together or at the same time how to use coexist in a sentence
coexistence wikipedia Apr 26 2024 coexistence is the property of things existing at the same time and in a proximity close enough to affect each other without causing harm to one another the term is
often used with respect to people of different persuasions existing together particularly where there is some history of antipathy or violence between those groups
coexistence definition meaning dictionary com Mar 25 2024 noun the act or state of coexisting a policy of living peacefully with other nations religions etc despite fundamental disagreements
discover more other words from co ex ist ent adjective discover more word history and origins origin of coexistence 1 first recorded in 1640 50 co existence discover more example sentences
coexistence definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 24 2024 the fact of living or existing together at the same time or in the same place peaceful coexistence the two communities
enjoyed a period of peaceful coexistence the friendly coexistence of the two nations coexist fewer examples their marriage settled into a too comfortable state of coexistence
can humans and nature coexist scientific american Jan 23 2024 can humans and nature coexist conservationists go to war over whether humans are the measure of nature s value by gayathri
vaidyanathan climatewire environment students in classrooms with
coexistence beyond intractability Dec 22 2023 coexistence is a strategy which allows communities with differing and often contradictory worldviews to live as they choose without interfering with one
another
frontiers the arts of coexistence a view from anthropology Nov 21 2023 by proposing relations rather than objectified nature or wildlife as the more adequate subject of understanding and
facilitating coexistence in shared landscapes i understand coexistence and its study first and foremost as an ethical and political endeavor
coexistence english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 20 2023 the fact of living or existing together at the same time or in the same place peaceful coexistence the two communities enjoyed a
period of peaceful coexistence the friendly coexistence of the two nations fewer examples their marriage settled into a too comfortable state of coexistence
coexist english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 19 2023 to live or exist together at the same time or in the same place coexist with he does not believe that modern medicine can co exist with
faith healing when asked how he will coexist with the new coach he just laughed fewer examples friends told me the diet and my active lifestyle couldn t coexist
on coexistence with covid 19 estimations and perspectives Aug 18 2023 given the harsh reality faced by the global effort to contain coronavirus disease 2019 covid 19 and the virtual impossibility of its
worldwide eradication in the foreseeable future global human coexistence with fast mutating severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 sars cov 2 may have to occur for the time being irrespective
of
humans must learn to coexist with nature stories wwf Jul 17 2023 if wildlife like these elephants are to coexist with people in the long term specific targets on coexistence must be key elements within the
global biodiversity framework of the cbd
coexistence noun definition pictures pronunciation and Jun 16 2023 definition of coexistence noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more
with the coexistence of english examples in context ludwig May 15 2023 with the coexistence of is a grammatically correct phrase and can be used in written english it is typically used to indicate that
two or more things are present or occurring at the same time or in the same place
the importance of peaceful coexistence exploring your mind Apr 14 2023 coexistence is the pillar that sustains many aspects of human life as highly sociable creatures achieving a peaceful effective and
harmonious coexistence not only helps to guarantee our survival as a group but also helps to promote well being and progress
coexistence definition and meaning collins english dictionary Mar 13 2023 the coexistence of one thing with another is the fact that they exist together at the same time or in the same place
coexistence definition of coexistence by the free dictionary Feb 12 2023 1 to exist together at the same time or in the same place 2 to live in peace with another or others despite differences
especially as a matter of policy i ve been wrestling with the dilemma of how you coexist with those you hate ariel dorfman co ex is tence n co ex is tent adj
coexistence definition meaning yourdictionary Jan 11 2023 coexistence definition the state of two or more things existing together usually in a temporal or spacial sense with or without mutual
interaction dictionary thesaurus
how people and animals can coexist and live together ifaw Dec 10 2022 this ifaw report dives into the mutual benefits of coexistence for people and animals and how the current relationship of
conflict can be resolved
coexistence wiktionary the free dictionary Nov 09 2022 coexistence countable and uncountable plural coexistences the state of two or more things existing together usually in a temporal or spatial
sense with or without mutual interaction
peaceful coexistence wikipedia Oct 08 2022 peaceful coexistence was meant to assuage western capitalist concerns that the socialist soviet union was driven by the concept of world revolution
advocated by its founders vladimir lenin and the bolsheviks
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